During the last fifty years more than 2700 twin studies have been published, examining the etiology of a high number of traits. Twin studies enable investigation of both genetic and environmental effects, and thereby also examination of causal factors involved in human traits and disorders. The beauty of twin studies resides in the potential of studying the unobserved by the logic of a design. The aim of this article is to outline central theoretical foundations and possible limitations, and to review selected key findings. We describe the inherent fundamentals of the classic and extended twin designs. The logic of the main analytic approaches is outlined, and the principles of univariate biometric modelling described. Next, we review different multivariate models, including the Cholesky, correlated factors, common factor, common pathway and phenotypic causality models. Additionally, the cotwin-control approach, representing a natural experimental design, and mimicking a counterfactual situation, is outlined. Central assumptions, threats and limitations of the twin design are discussed. In particular, we address the issue of missing heritability, non-random mating, the equal environment assumption and gene-environment correlations. Finally, we review some selected findings from the field of behavior genetics and twin studies.
INTRODUCTION
Why do people differ on physical and psychological traits? How do nature and nurture contribute to human variation in physical height, cardiovascular risk, personality, depression or intelligence? These are fundamental questions raised by lay people, philosophers and scientists alike. Progress in science has led to methodological designs and subsequent empirical findings that answer some of these questions. In this article we aim to outline the principles of the twin design, as a method for studying genetic and environmental influences on human traits, and review some exciting findings and implications. The beauty of twin studies lies in the potential to examine unobserved causes by the logic of a design.
Twin studies have become a major source of knowledge about heritability for various traits and conditions (Boomsma et al, 2002; Plomin et al, 2013) . A recent meta-analysis of the heritability of human traits, published in Nature Genetics, revealed that during the last fifty years a total of 2,748 publications have reported twin correlations and variance components for 17,804 traits, based on 14,558,903 partly independent twin pairs (Polderman et al, 2015) . These numbers testify to the importance and value of twin studies during a half century of remarkable scientific progress.
How can we study unobserved entities and phenomena? At a general level, investigating the unobserved has been a subject for astronomers studying black holes, physicists studying quantum reactions, or physicians studying diseases for which only the symptoms could be identified. This has also been one of the challenges facing researchers interested in delineating genetic and environmental influences on human traits (Plomin et al, 2013) . The twin design represents a way of studying effects without directly observing genes and environments.
Another basic challenge for many scientific endeavors is to establish evidence of causality. Within psychology, medicine and epidemiology the experimental design, preferably randomized and double blinded, represents the ideal approach to causal evidence Rutter, 2007) . However, for many research questions the randomized experiment is neither ethical nor feasible. The twin design represents an approach in which effects of causal factors may be estimated from cross-sectional data. That is, twin analyses disentangle the genetic and environmental factors that contribute to the variance in a certain phenotype, and as such are causally related to the phenomenon in focus.
Twin studies are often seen as primarily informative of genetic effects. However, a noteworthy feature of the twin designs is the capacity to establish evidence of the causal role of environmental factors. Many epidemiological, psychological and psychiatric studies aim to study causal environmental effects without being designed to do so. For example, studies have shown associations between 'exposures' such as education or life events and mental health outcomes (Bannink et al, 2013; Dalgard et al, 1995; Flouri & Kallis, 2011; Kinderman et al, 2013; Mezuk et al, 2008) , and such associations often are interpreted as evidence of causal effects. However, as there are substantial genetic influences on both educational level and certain types of life events Kendler & Baker, 2007; Kendler et al, 1999; Tambs et al, 2012 ) the associations may be partly or entirely explained by genetic confounding. Twin designs allow controlling for genetic factors and thereby identification of effects that are truly environmental in nature.
The aim of this paper is to a) outline the basic principles and logic of the twin designs, b) comment on limitations and critical aspects, and finally c) review selected key findings.
CLASSIC AND EXTENDED TWIN DESIGNS
Twins constitute about three percent of the population (Martin et al, 2012) , and include both identical (monozygotic, MZ) twins and fraternal (dizogytic, DZ) twins. The MZ/DZ ratio is roughly 1:2, but there is some variation across nations and ethnic groups, and the proportion of DZ twins increases with in vitro fertilization (D'Addato, 2007; Imaizumi, 2003; Tandberg et al, 2007) . MZ twins share 100% of their genes, while DZ twins, just like ordinary siblings, share, on average, 50% of their segregating genes . Accordingly, MZ cotwins are always the same sex, whereas DZ twin pairs can be either same-sex or opposite sex.
The classic twin design (Boomsma et al, 2002 ) includes MZ and DZ twins reared together, and the within-pair similarities represent the cornerstone of subsequent analyses. That is, we examine and compare the degree of twin-cotwin similarity among MZ pairs versus DZ pairs. Similarity is typically operationalized as correlations (pearson, polychoric or tetrachoric) and sometimes as concordance rates. Based on the observed correlations we estimate the contributions of genetic and environmental factors. More specifically, we test alternative theoretical models against the observed data to examine the presence and magnitude of effects (Neale & Cardon, 1992; Plomin et al, 2013) .
The classic twin design may be extended in several ways. First, one option includes twins reared apart, that is, one or both twins in a pair have been adopted. Studies with twins reared apart yield additional evidence of genetic versus familial environmental sources of twin similarity. Second, twin samples may be supplemented with other types of relatives, such as siblings, parent-offspring and potentially other relatives. Full siblings share 50% of segregating genes, as DZ twins do, and comparison of these groups allows examination of twin-specific factors. When including relatives such as siblings of MZ twins, or parents of twins, we are able to distinguish between additive and nonadditive genetic effects while also estimating common environmental factors. Third, longitudinal twin designs enable examination of stability, development and change. The genetic and environmental influence on the stable variance in a phenotype may be estimated, and correspondingly influences on change and development. Interestingly, several studies have reported high genetic influences on stability factors, but also genetic innovation -new genetic factors starting to operate at certain ages Nes et al, 2006) . Fourth, the children of twins design involves offspring of MZ and DZ twins, and examines similarity across and within generations. Since MZ cotwins have identical genes, children of MZ twins are on average as strongly genetically related with their MZ aunts as with their mothers, or with their MZ uncles as with their fathers. A child of an MZ twin mother may resemble her mother and maternal aunt equally much, thereby suggesting purely genetic sources of the resemblance, or may resemble her aunt less than her mother, thus suggesting environmentally driven resemblance. Fifth, twin studies may be combined with molecular genetic research, in order to both obtain estimates of total genetic effects and delineation of specific genetic influences (Boomsma et al, 2002; De Neve et al, 2012; Rietveld et al, 2013) .
Although the extended twin designs provide additional power and opportunities compared to the classical twin design, the latter is thus far more common. However, the extended designs offer an important validation of findings from the classic designs, for example when findings from classical twin designs are replicated and confirmed in twin-adoption studies.
THE LOGIC OF THE MAIN ANALYTIC

APPROACHES
Biometric modelling -univariate models
In theory, four general types of factors may affect human traits: Additive genetic effects (A), non-additive genetic effects (D: dominance/epistasis), shared (or common) environmental effects (C), and non-shared environmental effects (E) . Figure 1 illustrates how these factors influence a certain phenotype in a pair of twins. These four factors all have a unique profile of associations within MZ versus DZ twin pairs. The A effects are correlated at unity among MZ twins and at r=0.5 among DZ twins (due to the fact that MZ twins share 100% of genes, and DZ twins share on average 50% of segregating genes). The D effects include interaction at specific loci (dominance) or across loci (epistasis) and are also perfectly correlated among MZ twins and at 0.25 among DZ twins (if D only includes dominance, and typically somewhat lower than 0.25 in the presence of multi-loci epistasis). The C effects are per definition the environmental factors that contribute to similarity among both MZ and DZ twins, and are thus correlated at unity for both zygosity groups. Finally, the E effects represent all components of experience and stimuli that contribute to variance but not covariance, that is, contribute to dissimilarity between both MZ and DZ twins. Hence, E effects are uncorrelated for both zygosity groups. Note that the boundaries between what contributes to effects from C and E are usually rather subtle. C effects do not necessarily include all environmental factors or events to which both twins in a pair are exposed. Rather, C includes factors that in consequence contribute to similarity, and are shared in effect rather than in observable exposure. For instance sharing school class may be thought of as contributing only to C, but since not all experiences in a class are equal for all pupils, environmental effects associated with going to a certain school class can contribute to both C and E effects. Figure 1 is drawn according to the rules of path analysis, a method used extensively in social sciences today, but developed for the use in quantitative genetics almost a 100 years ago (Wright, 1921 (Wright, , 1934 . The figure shows the theoretical correlation structure of the latent A, D, C and E factors for any given phenotype. The path coefficients a, d, c and e are free parameters and can be thought of as regression coefficients. They represent the effect of the latent factors on the phenotype, whereas the inter-factor correlations are fixed according to known associations for MZ and DZ twins (e.g. for A-factors the correlations are 1.0 and 0.5 for MZ and DZ pairs respectively).
Based on the theoretical expectations, and according to the rules of path analysis, the phenotypic variances (V), standardized to unity, and the correlations (r) between cotwins for a certain phenotype, can be expressed as Further, the equations may be solved for the different parameters, and we obtain the following (assuming no d effect):
Traditionally the genetic variance component, the heritability, is denoted H 2 as a sum of additive, a 2 , and non-additive, d
2 , genetic effects ('broad heritability'), or h 2 in models without a d ('narrow heritability'). In wording, the expressions above state that the heritability, a 2 or h 2 , equals twice the difference in MZ vs DZ correlations (i.e. 'narrow heritability') and the effects of the shared and non-shared environmental factors are also given by these simple equations . Note that whereas the formulas yield simple estimates of the various effects, no measure of uncertainty (standard errors or confidence intervals) is provided by the equations as such.
These equations and the model depicted in Figure 1 represent the foundation for empirical model testing. By means of structural equation modelling (SEM) we fit theoretical models to the observed data to obtain parameter estimates, confidence intervals and model fit. SEM software such as Mplus, Lisrel or Amos may be used to test such models (Hoyle, 2012; Loehlin, 2004) . However, programs have been developed with special features advantageous for twin designs, in particular the freely available Mx software, and more recently the open source package OpenMx that operate within the R framework (Boker et al, 2011) .
As already described the ACDE-model, as depicted in Figure 1 , is over-parameterized in the classical twin design, meaning that only reduced models, such as an ACE or ADE model, will have sufficient degrees of freedom to permit parameter estimations. However, the observed correlation structure (e.g. DZ correlation higher or lower than half the MZ correlation) is highly informative as to which model is plausible. Further, with extended designs, including for example twins reared together and apart, full ACDE models may be tested.
Sex-differences in genetic and environmental effects may also be examined (Neale et al, 2006; Plomin et al, 2013) . Quantitative sex-differences, referred to as common sex-limitation, imply that the same genetic and environmental factors operate for women and men, but that the magnitude of effects may vary across sex. Qualitative sex-differences, or general sexlimitation, imply not only magnitude differences, but also that partly different genetic, or environmental, factors operate for women and men. Quantitative differences are indicated if the MZ and DZ correlations, and the ratio between them, differ across sexes, whereas qualitative differences are suggested if the twin-cotwin correlation among opposite sex DZ twins is lower than among same sex DZ twins. Within the major types of quantitative and qualitative differences there are subtypes including scalar models in which the standardized variance components may be equal across sex, but the total variance and unstandardized components may differ. The sex-limitation models can address important questions about the etiology of phenotypes across sex, yet, these models cannot address questions of prevalence differences between sexes. For example, twin models may tell us to what extent the same underlying factors -genetic or environmentalinfluence depression in women and men, and also if the heritability is the same, but do not provide direct evidence pertaining to sex-differences in prevalence or level of depression.
Multivariate biometric models
The basic univariate model, as described above, may be extended into various multivariate models. Generally, whereas the univariate model is set up to estimate sources of variance in a given phenotype, the multivariate models also provide estimates of the sources of covariation between phenotypes . For example, research has shown substantial correlations, or comorbidity, between disorders such as anxiety and depression. A multivariate twin study can delineate the genetic and environmental contribution to this association. In the case of anxiety and depression, studies have revealed that genetic factors represent a major source of covariation, or a shared liability for both anxiety and depression, and that environmental factors are primarily important for the uniqueness of the two conditions (Kendler et al, 1992 .
Several variants of the multivariate model have been developed, each with features designed to address specific research questions. Figures 2a-e show commonly used models. For ease of communication we present the bivariate case where we show the manifest and latent variables for one twin only, and only include A and E factors. Yet, the model could in principle include a high number of phenotypes, and all the A, D, C and E factors.
All models include two observed variables (phenotypes) X and Y, and reflect different ways of conceptualizing the structure of genetic and environmental factors, represented as latent A and E variables. Figure  2a shows a Cholesky model (Carey, 2004; Loehlin, 1996) in which one set of latent variables (A and E) affect X, and also influence Y, whereas another set is unique to Y. The Cholesky model represents an efficient way of decomposing the multivariate correlation structure, and can be advantageous for handling problems of model identification and non-positive definiteness. However, there are certain problems with this approach when testing sex-limited models (Neale et al, 2006) , and often result presentations would benefit from translation into another model (Loehlin, 1996) . Figure 2b shows a correlated factor model, in which the associations between latent factors are modelled explicitly as factor correlations. In Figure 2c an independent factor model is shown, where one set of latent variables, A and E, is shared by the phenotypes, and another set is unique to each. Next, Figure 2d shows the common factor model, where the two observed variables share an underlying phenotypic factor (F) which again is influenced by A and E factors. Finally, Figure 2e shows the phenotypic causation model with separate A and E factors for the two phenotypes, and the association between them accounted for by a single causal path. This model is theoretically important due to its potential to address questions of causality, yet there are some challenges of identification and interpretation of the model. Note also that models a, b and c are different variants of the same structure, that is, they may all estimate heritabilities, genetic and environmental correlations, and will fit to the same degree in the bivariate case. Either model may be translated into one of the other (Loehlin, 1996) . In contrast, model d) tests the hypothesis that shared A and E effects are mediated through a common phenotypic factor, and model e) tests a hypothesis of phenotypic causation.
Cotwin control design
A related, yet conceptually somewhat different approach to twin analysis is represented by the cotwincontrol method Rutter, 2007) . This approach is based on the counterfactual model, where we basically ask if outcome Y would have occurred if exposure X had (not) happened. As a thought experiment we might wonder if a certain person would have developed a depressive disorder if she had not lost her job and gone through a difficult divorce. Yet, a person cannot both have been exposed and not been exposed to the same event. An experimental design could in theory inform us about the causal effects of factors such as unemployment and divorce, but such experiments are not feasible. However, two MZ twins are genetically identical and share the same family background, yet may be discordant in certain exposures (e.g. divorce) and as such may re- Generally, for deduction of causality, standard observational approaches are somewhat limited due to issues of confounding, reverse causation and possible nonrandom distribution of exposures. Natural experiments represent a broad class of designs that might be helpful when randomized blinded experiments are not feasible, and the cotwin control or dicordant-twin-pair design constitutes one such approach Rutter, 2007) . In this design we compare the individual level association between exposure and outcome with the corresponding within-MZ (and DZ) association. If an exposure X is associated with outcome Y by the magnitude B 1 when analyzed at the individual level -as in any standard regression model with an ordinary sample (or in this case a twin sample but with disregard of the twin structure), and the X-Y association remains equally strong when analyzed within MZ pairs (i.e., B 1 =B MZ ) the effect is seen as due to non-shared environmental mechanisms (in classical twin studies termed E). For example, if smoking (X) is found to statistically predict a respiratory disease (Y) in the population, and we find a similar effect size among MZ-twins discordant for smoking, this finding fits with a model of smoking being causally related to the disease. If, on the other hand, we observe that the initial association B 1 vanishes in the within pair analyses (e.g. the smoking twin has no higher risk of subsequent disease Y) the initial association is probably due to confounding by genetic factors or family environment.
The scenarios described are extreme versions in the sense of referring to confounding as present or absent, but we could observe any degree of genetic/familial confounding. Also, although discordant MZ twins are crucial to the analyses the DZ twins are important in confirming a pattern of confounding or causality. The cotwin control approach is elegant in its way of mimicking a counterfactual situation and thereby an experimental design. However, in its basic form the design focuses on discordant twin pairs only, thus disregarding concordant pairs and reducing statistical power. Newer approaches exploit all degrees of twin differences, and may examine discordance in either exposure or outcome (De Moor et al, 2008; McGue et al, 2010) . Compared to the biometric model described above the cotwin control design is not a totally different approach. Rather, the potentially causal effect of X on Y would appear in a bivariate biometric analysis as well, for example as the cross-effect of E on Y in Figure 2a . As in the biometric models, the twin structure provides unique opportunities for examining genetic and environmental influences, and although final evidence of causality is not obtained, results may support or reject a causal model.
LIMITATIONS OF THE TWIN DESIGNS
Missing heritability
The major advantage of the twin designs is the ability to capture and estimate the total genetic and environmental effects on a certain phenotype and on the covariation between several phenotypes. Designed initially to estimate variance-covariance components, twin studies per se do not identify specific genes. Correspondingly, although the total effect of shared and non-shared environment is estimated, specific environmental factors that contribute to this variance are rarely identified, although specific effects of observed environmental factors, like for instance life events, can be built into the model. Thus, an obvious limitation of most twin studies is the lack of identification of specific genes or environments involved in a certain phenotype.
Other approaches, such as Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS), are designed to search for specific genes (Donnelly, 2008; Pearson & Manolio, 2008) . So far, many initial findings have not been replicated, and current evidence point in a direction of a high number of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) involved in even simple phenotypes. Using body height as an example, a recent study including 253,288 individuals, identified 697 genetic variants clustered at 423 loci (Wood et al, 2014) . However, in validation samples the sum of effects from all the best SNPs accounted for 21-29% of variance in height, and this figure stands somewhat in contrast to the heritability of height at 80-90% when estimated in twin studies (Silventoinen et al, 2003; Wood et al, 2014; Yang et al, 2010) as well as extended twin studies (Tambs et al, 1992) . The discrepancy between total effects from identified genes and the twin study heritiabilities has been denoted missing heritability (Goldman, 2014; Turkheimer, 2012) . Do the findings of limited variance explained by identified genes, and thereby substantial missing heritability, represent a threat to the general findings of twin studies, or do they reflect current limitations of molecular genetics? In general there is reasonable agreement that the missing heritability phenomenon is not due to invalid findings from twin studies, but rather that current techniques to examine effects of single genes are limited. GWA studies typically only capture common variants of SNPs, do not capture interactions between loci, and require extremely large sample sizes to obtain sufficient power to identify small effects when using necessary GWA-controlled significance levels (Goldman, 2014; Plomin, 2013; Reynolds & Finkel, 2015; Yang et al, 2010 ). We will argue that the current missing heritability should also be seen as parallel to missing environmentality. That is, twin studies might report 60% of the phenotypic variance in depression or wellbeing as due to environmental factors Kendler et al, 1987; Nes & Røysamb, 2015) , but there is limited evidence of specific environmental exposures that causally and independently explain this variance. Thus, as the quest for specific genes and environments continues twin studies are unique in the capacity to capture, and control for, the entire genetic effect, and correspondingly the entire environmental effect.
Non-random mating
People tend to fall in love, marry, and have children with people that resemble themselves Merikangas, 1982) . This phenomenon, known as non-random or assortative mating, pertains not only to physical characteristics such as height and weight, but has been shown for mental disorders such as depression, anxiety, and substance abuse (Merikangas, 1982; Nordsletten et al, 2016) , personality traits and life satisfaction (Ask et al, 2013) and health behaviors such as smoking, drinking and physical exercise (Ask et al, 2012) . While highly interesting as a phenomenon per se, non-random mating also has potentially important implications for twin studies.
A basic assumption in twin modelling is the biological relatedness of 100% and 50% of MZ and DZ twins, respectively. What happens with this assumption if parents resemble each other and non-random mating leads to genetic similarity in parents? The genetic similarity of 50% for DZ twins is based on a notion of random mating -parents do not share genes beyond that expected by random chance. If non-random mating results in genetic similarity between parents (e.g. she and he share a genetic disposition to extraversion), then DZ twins would share more than 50% of the genes for traits that are subjected to such mating mechanisms. Note that MZ twins will share 100% of their genes, regardless of parental similarity.
If the assumption of random mating is violated, estimates from biometric twin modelling might be biased in the direction of over-estimated effects from shared environment, and under-estimated genetic effects. For example, if a certain trait has a true heritability of 50% and no effect from shared environment, under the random mating assumption we would expect to observe an MZ-correlation of .50 and a DZ-correlation of .25. Now, if our empirical data show correla-tions of .50 (MZ) and .30 (DZ), we would (incorrectly) estimate the heritability to be 40% (i.e. h 2 = 2(.50 -.30) = .40) and the effect of shared environment to be 10% (c 2 = 2 x .50 -.50) = .10). Thus, if assumptions of genetically random mating are violated, heritability may be under-estimated rather than over-estimated. However, biometric modelling can incorporate nonrandom mating effects, either in an extended twin design including data on twins and their parents, or by modelling mating effects based on estimates from other studies Plomin et al, 2013) . In sum, non-random mating might lead to somewhat biased (reduced) estimates of genetic effects, but may be taken into account in biometric modelling strategies.
Equal environment assumption (EEA)
Another general supposition of twin modelling is known as the equal environment assumption Richardson & Norgate, 2005) . We assume that MZ and DZ co-twins are exposed to common environmental factors to the same degree. If MZ cotwins are treated similarly, for example being dressed alike, and more so than DZ cotwins, the EEA may be violated. Likewise, if MZ cotwins spend more time together or feel closer than DZ cotwins, and this stronger closeness results in higher mutual influence, often termed "cotwin cooperation" in MZs, the EEA may also be violated. In such cases excess MZ versus DZ twin similarity estimated as genetic effects, may in fact partly be due to similarity in parental treatment or cotwin cooperation. Thus, the EEA represents a basic premise of the twin model, and violations may lead to biased estimates of genetic and environmental effects.
Yet, EEA-violations can only be a threat to the validity of twin studies if 1) more of the environment is actually shared by MZ than by DZ cotwins, and 2) this type of shared environment causally influences the phenotype in focus. For example, if MZ twin children are dressed more alike than DZ twins, but dressing is uncorrelated with the study phenotype (e.g. depression, personality or education level), then the EEA is still valid.
The EEA may be examined by measuring parental treatment of twins, and the extent of contact and closeness among twins. Empirical analyses thus far provide evidence that the EEA generally holds (Derks et al, 2006; Kendler, 1993; Kendler et al, 1993; Plomin et al, 2013; Tambs et al, 1995) although there is some evidence pointing in the opposite direction for specific traits (Rose & Kaprio, 1988; Rose et al, 1990) . Also, support for the validity of findings is implied by consistent results from classic twin studies and studies of twins reared apart. The majority of studies have used samples of twins reared together, but evidence from twin-and sibling-adoption studies in general support findings from the former (Lykken & Tellegen, 1996; Matteson et al, 2013; Tellegen et al, 1988) .
The notion of evocative gene-environment correlation is also important for the EEA (McGue et al, 2006) . Environmental responses may be activated by genetic dispositions in individuals. People who are friendly and smiling activate other responses than antagonistic and aggressive people. Therefore, if MZ twins, who have identical genetic dispositions, tend to evoke similar social responses, then the similarity in environmental exposure is genetic in origin. Thus, MZ twins may be treated similarly because their genetic similarity evokes similar responses in others. The mechanisms of evocative gene-environment correlation is important for understanding etiological processes, but such a correlation does not represent a violation of the EEA.
We have reviewed central assumptions of the twin design, and some limitations and critical aspects. Other related topics include gene-environment interaction, negative confounding between C and D factors, low power to detect C effects, heritability estimates from Genome-wide Complex Trait Analysis (GCTA), and finally epigenetic mechanisms. It is beyond the scope of this paper to address all these issues, but we refer the interested reader to some relevant literature (Boomsma et al, 2002; Canli & Lesch, 2007; Krishna Kumar et al, 2016; Moffitt et al, 2006; Petronis, 2010; Plomin et al, 2013; Tsankova et al, 2007; Yang et al, 2013) .
SELECTED FINDINGS
What is the current state of knowledge -what do we know about human nature that we did not know a few decades ago? The recent meta-analysis by Polderman et al (2015) in Nature Genetics provides some important findings. Genetic influences have been established for a wide range of phenotypes, including blood pressure, metabolic functions, immunological system functions, height and weight, personality traits and disorders, conduct disorder, depressive episodes and alcohol use. Heritability estimates vary across traits, and the mean heritability is 49%. Further, for most of the traits examined (69%) the observed twin correlations are consistent with a simple and parsimonious model in which twin resemblance is accounted for by additive genetic factors (Polderman et al, 2015) .
Twin studies are published in specialty journals such as Twin Research and Human Genetics, and Behavior Genetics, but increasingly also in general and top ranked journals such as JAMA Psychiatry, American Journal of Psychiatry, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of Abnormal Psychology, and Psychological Medicine. As the audiences of twin studies have grown, major findings have been integrated into theoretical models of human development and disorders Rutter, 2007; . In addition to the general aim of delineating genetic and environmental factors, twin samples may be used as ordinary population samples -albeit with the requirement of controlling for lack of independence between observations .
Within psychology and medicine there has recently been a replication crisis (Maxwell et al, 2015; Schooler, 2014; Stroebe & Strack, 2014 Plomin et al. (2016) for an elaboration of each finding. Generally, these results represent important scientific knowledge about human lives, and testify as such to the value of behavior genetics and twin studies.
Norway has, in line with the other Nordic countries, developed a rather strong line of twin research. Based on general population registries and the establishment of a national twin registry, a number of twin projects have been developed Nilsen et al, 2013; ). We did a search in the Web of Science database, and identified more than 200 twin studies conducted by Norwegian researchers, with more than 5400 citations. Also, the recent meta-analysis by Polderman et al (2015) identified Norwegian researchers among the top international contributors (i.e. 25+ papers) to the field of twin studies across the last fifty years.
Norwegian studies have examined genetic and environmental influences on anxiety and depression (Ask et al, 2016; Czajkowski et al, 2011; Nes et al, 2007; Reichborn-Kjennerud et al, 2002; , personality disorders (Gjerde et al, 2011; Ørstavik et al, 2012; Torgersen et al, 2008) , wellbeing and happiness (Nes & Røysamb, 2015; Nes et al, 2006; Røysamb et al, 2002 Røysamb et al, , 2003 Røysamb et al, , 2014 , educational attainment Ørstavik et al, 2014; Tambs et al, 2012) , intelligence (Sundet et al, 1994 (Sundet et al, , 2005 , pain (Nielsen et al, 2008; Reichborn-Kjennerud et al, 2002; Vassend et al, 2011) , personality traits (Vassend et al, 2013) , sleep problems (Nes et al, 2005) body mass index , smoking, alcohol and drug use (Seglem et al, 2015; Ystrom et al, 2014a Ystrom et al, , 2014b , sick leave and disability pension Torvik et al, 2013) , resilience and self-efficacy (Waaktaar & Torgersen, 2012 , 2013 and asthma and allergies (Harris et al, 1997; Nystad et al, 2005) .
The main aim of this paper was to outline, explicate and explain some fundamentals of twin studies. The basic twin design involves a logic carrying its own elegance, provides a scientific avenue to studying the unobserved, and enables us to estimate the total causal effects of genetic and environmental factors. In addition to elaborating on the basic principles, we have addressed some limitations of twin studies. As with other designs and scientific approaches, there are several concerns and caveats in this field. However, the major findings appear to have high validity, and a set of replicated findings has been outlined. Internationally, as well as nationally, we believe twin studies will continue to thrive -and undergo further growth alongside and as integrated with molecular genetics, psychology, medicine and epidemiology.
